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Abstract – The main contribution of this work is a smart-
charging strategy based on the state of charge analyses
to avoid the undervoltages caused by plug-in electric
vehicles into the distribution system. The work uses power
hardware-in-the-loop simulations, where a modified IEEE
34 bus system, with five groups of electric vehicle stations,
is modeled in a real-time digital simulator. The number
of electric vehicles charging and the initial state of charge
(SoC) are generated randomly. The first analyses identify
the undervoltage problems due to the increased number
of electric vehicles connected during peak hours load.
After, a smart-charging solution is necessary to solve this
power quality problem. So, if the voltage profile decreases
under certain limits, defined by a hysteresis band, the
control occurs, and the smart-charging is applied. The
proposed strategy based on individual state of charge
priority reduces the electric vehicle recharge power at
virtual stations, by comparing its value with the mean
of state of charge values from each station group. The
experimental results presented show that, by varying the
recharge current, the voltage profiles do not reach the limit
for sags determined by the Brazilian standard, proving the
performance and solving the problem even if not reducing
the recharge current of all electric vehicles equally.

Keywords – Plug-in Electric Vehicles, Power Hardware-
in-the-loop, Power Quality, State-of-Charge, Smart-
Charging, Undervoltage.

NOMENCLATURE

PEV s Plug-in electric vehicles.
SoC State of charge.
PCC Point of common coupling.
PHIL Power hardware in-the-loop.
PA Power amplifier.
RT S Real-time simulator.
SC Smart-charging.
Vrc Grid voltage connection.
Irc Nominal recharge current.
Prc Recharge power.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electric vehicles (EVs) could substantially reduce pollution
levels in the mobility sector. The annual report from
International Energy Agency (IEA) shows the world
perspective and the evolution of EVs number in 2022, which
surpassed the 10 million sales mark [1]. However, the number
of charging stations is expanding at a different rate. Data
available in this same report from IEA indicates the number
of EVs per charging point around the world, where Brazil
currently has around 32 EVs per charging station.

Even though this indicates how young the Brazilian market
is and the necessity of pursuing more charging stations to
meet the future demand from the EVs market, data from the
Brazilian Association of Electric Vehicles (ABVE) indicates
an increase of 58% (32,239) in the EVs market in the first
semester of 2023 when compared to the same semester in
2022 (20,427 units), reaching the mark of 158,678 EV [2]. The
market analysis includes Hybrids (HEV) and Plug-in Electric
Vehicles (PEVs), which denote hybrids and fully electric cars.

The electrical system must support all the new connections
for PEVs recharging, consequently demanding more energy
from the grid. Grid operators have already monitored this
intense connection focused on avoiding overload problems
and power quality (PQ) issues [3], [4]. In this context, many
studies have presented strategies for the better geographic
location of charging stations and models of smart charging
(SC) strategies [5]–[7].

The main worry about power quality occurs during peak
load hours when PEVs connection to the grid could cause
problems like undervoltage due to overload conditions. This
problem can appear on the connection buses of the stations or
other buses on the same grid.

Other technical studies have focused on how the charging
station of EVs will influence the distribution system network.
The work [8] presented the existing technologies to charge
EVs and their strategies. Also [9] studied the behavior of EV
users and their charging profiles to choose the best charging
mode. In [10] they addressed the impacts of EVs charging at
the grid by proposing intelligent charging solutions based on
hierarchical control and comparing the benefits of this strategy.
Also, the review work from [11] brought up the different
types of voltage-based control inside the charging station, how
they work when undervoltage occurs, their limitations, and the
advantages of using centralized, decentralized, or autonomous
control. Even though most studies presented in [11] treat every
PEV connected to the grid with the same logic, this could be
seen as unfair because each vehicle has a different battery state
of charge (SoC). Therefore, PEVs with a lower SoC, when
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compared to those with a higher SoC, have more possibilities
to stay recharging for a longer time even when the first in first
out (FIFO) strategy is applied.

Related to real-time testing strategies, Hardware-in-the-
loop (HIL) and Power Hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) have been
used as important solutions to test equipment (Hardware or
Software), in controllable conditions, before installing them
into the operation field. Work [12] demonstrates how real-
time tests can be used to diagnose the effects of large-scale
EV integration into the electrical system. Also, [13] executed
a real-time test to validate an energy management system for
a fuel-cell hybrid electric vehicle. Furthermore, to connect
the virtual grid to the actual component, some studies present
possible configurations of power amplifiers (PA) with the RTS,
called an interface algorithm (IA) [14].

Therefore, to contribute to the smart-charging (SC) field,
this paper uses a PHIL setup to reveal the impact of
uncontrolled PEVs charging into a simulated distribution
benchmark grid, based on EV charging mode 3, as presented
in Section II. Additionally, this work analyses and validate
a strategy for SC based on individual SoC. The voltage-
based control applied for each PEV, inside some virtual group
of EVs, is based on priority levels. The control compares
individual PEV Soc with the average one of its station group.
The strategy uses hysteresis control to modify the station
charging currents (Irc), controlling the active charge power
(Prc) in this way. The model contains four virtual station
groups with a certain number of stations connected, resulting
from a random scenario generation.

The other sections of this article are divided as follows.
Section II is a brief revision of the standard for charging
mode. Section III showed the methodology of this work, the
equipment used, the system for random scenario generation,
and the SC strategy. Section IV presents a PHIL simulation
case showing the problems of undervoltage and the SC
strategy results. Furthermore, the last section is about the
conclusions regarding the efficiency of the SC method and the
impact of PEVs on the simulated grid.

II. RELATED STANDARDS

According to [15], the EV charging modes are defined
mainly by a function of provided power, current/voltage range,
and connection to the power supply. Charging mode 3, used in
this work, is applied when an electric vehicle is permanently
connected to a power supply system in alternating current with
a dedicated socket and a control pilot that extends from the
power supply to the EV in alternating current. Usually, the
load of this mode is between 3.5/22 kW depending on current
and voltage connection. This work uses a three phase mode
3 charging point connected to 220 V (Vrc) with a maximum
current of 32 A achieving 12.2 kW.

Also, in the Brazilian context, the Paranaense Energy
Company (COPEL) developed a technical standard [16]
focused on how many parking spaces are intended for EV
charging stations in public places such as shopping malls and
supermarkets, defining 2% of all parking spaces.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. General Overview
Based on random scenarios, the current article proposed to

analyze the impact caused by a different quantity of power
demand for recharging EVs. The voltage profiles are analyzed
to identify the undervoltage problem in a distribution system.
This work used the Smart Grids laboratory at Electrical Energy
Research Center (Cepel) which has a PHIL area test bench
represented in (Figure 1) where the equipment trademarks are
shown under the diagram. So, a modified version of the IEEE
34 Node benchmark is modeled, in the real-time simulator
(RTS), to represent a distribution system with groups of
stations, which the occupation is explained in the next chapter.
This benchmark is based on a real system located in Arizona’s
state in the United States, having voltage rated 24.9 kV, two
lightly loaded line regulators, one 4.16 kV unbalanced load,
and shunt capacitors, which detailed parameters are described
in [17]. The unbalanced load values per phase of (P [kW];
Q [kVar]) are: phase A (262; 133), phase B (240; 120), phase
C (220; 114). Regarding the original benchmark data, this
unbalanced loads were set to 85% of its nominal values, to
represent a peak load hour.

Fig. 1. Cepel’s PHIL test bench schematic

In Figure 1 the DC-AC programmable inverter (PGINV),
made by a National Instrument company, is used to emulate
the onboard charger inside the EV, and it is connected to
the virtual system of the IEEE 34 node through the power
amplifier (PA). The inverter has a maximum power of 15 kW,
is connected to a 380 V grid, and has an output setpoint of a
maximum of 14 A. As mentioned, a PA connects the virtual
system and the real world. This equipment transforms the
digital references coming from RTS, per fiber optic connection
(Aurora Protocol), into real voltage signals at its terminals
where the inverter is connected, as can be viewed in Figure 1.
The IA used during the simulations was the ideal transformer.
The same logic is applied to close the loop by reading the
currents signals transforming them into virtual signals, and
sending them back to the RTS. On the DC side of the inverter,
a DC source is connected to emulate the batteries inside the
PEV.

Some gains were applied to simulate the scenarios as
realistically as possible on a reduced scale because Cepel’s
programmable inverters have 15 kW. To obtain with this real
inverter a power equivalent to mode 3 charging used on the
virtual stations (connected in 220 V with 32 A, so a power of
12,2 kW), the gain of current needed, considering the closed
loop factor of 0.6, was 38. The other gains used during the
work can be observed in Table I, where the voltage gain
represents the connection in 220 V on the simulation side,
and the power relation represents 10 real stations emulated by
Cepel’s inverter.

The point of common coupling (PCC) of each group of
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TABLE I
System Gains

Gain Value

Current (Gi) 38

Voltage (Gv) 220/380 = 0.5789

Power relations 122 kW/15 kW = 8.13

virtual stations (ST2-5), the voltage meters, and the real station
(ST1) emuled by Cepel’s inverter can be founded in Figure 2.
Also, the modeled benchmark has voltage meters (Colorful
rectangles) placed at strategic points to generate the graphical
results for this work.

Fig. 2. IEEE34 Node simulated and PCC of the stations

The control strategy is applied based on individual PEV’s
SoC compared to a mean value of SoC inside its virtual group
of stations, to avoid undervoltages problems, prioritizing the
PEVs with the lower SoC. When the PEV gets priority 1, they
charge at the maximum power (12.2 kW) permitted by used
mode 3 [15]. However, the other PEVs with a SoC bigger than
the mean have the Irc reduced, charging at a lower level of
Prc (Priority 2 and 3). With this, the undervoltage problem is
solved, while some PEVs charge at different power levels.

B. System for Random Scenarios Generation
Based on used charge mode 3, with a Prc of 12.2 kW, the

following definition is made: (i) the group of stations ST1 is
real stations emulated by the PHIL test bench. (ii) the group of
virtual stations ST2 – ST5 (Figure 2) was modeled inside RTS,
connected in 220V. The occupation of these virtual stations is
made using random scenarios, as depicted in (1) connecting
12 to 18 PEVs. Every time the simulation starts, it gives the
number of PEVs (k) in each virtual station (n). Also, the SoC
of each PEV, between 30 and 65%, is generated randomly
using (2).

After these parameters are defined, a current of 32 A is
apllied, per PEV, to obtain the maximum possible charge
power. The value adopted was considering the type 2 plugs and
cables, which can support 22 kW and 32 A. Therefore, using
the simulation PEVs with an equal battery capacity (Batcap)
and having the SoC values generated by (2), it is possible to
define how much energy will need in each of the groups of
virtual stations using (3).

Carsn = randi( [12 18] ,4,1) (1)

SoCSTn = randi( [30 65] ,Carsn,1) (2)

Erc =Carsn.[Batcap− (SoCSTn.Batcap)]. (3)

C. Smart-Charging Strategy
Smart charging control starts when some voltage profile

surpasses the lower limit of the defined band at 0.9 pu.
For the upper limit, the strategy used the lowest value of
the appropriate voltage section for the supply, according to
Prodist (Brazilian standard) [18]. The value of this limit
is approximately 0.918 pu or 2% above the band lower
limit, being responsible for terminating the control when any
voltage profile exceeds it. Therefore, with each PEV’s SoC
value inside the group of virtual stations defined, a priority
classification to charge in maximum power is made. The
flowchart from Figure 3 shows the adopted logic with field
division. The analysis field represents the examination of
voltage profiles and if the control is activated or not. The
process field represents receiving data from random scenarios.
The decision is to locate each PEV at some priority level, and
the last field is to apply the new recharge current (Irc).

Fig. 3. Flowchart of Smart charging strategy

Charging the PEV with 32 A indicates that PEV’s SoC is
smaller than the mean value of SoC (SoCmean) at that group
of stations. If the PEV SoC is greater or 20% greater than
SoCmean the PEV will charge in priority 2 or 3, respectively,
in 24 A with lower power. This value was chosen based
on commercial charge stations that could select the nominal
recharge current. During the simulation, the vehicles do not
change to other priority levels maintaining the order created
in the beginning. The time of recharge is not considered in
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that the PEV owner will accept a greater recharge time to
receive a discount on the energy price for they contribute to
guaranteeing the distribution power quality.

The Prc value for each EV and the total station power Prct is
made by (5) and ,respectively.

Prc =
√

3.Vrc.Irc (4)

Prct =
√

3.Vrc.Irc.Carsn. (5)
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In Figure 1 the DC-AC programmable inverter (PGINV),
made by a National Instrument company, is used to emulate
the onboard charger inside the EV, and it is connected to
the virtual system of the IEEE 34 node through the power
amplifier (PA). The inverter has a maximum power of 15 kW,
is connected to a 380 V grid, and has an output setpoint of a
maximum of 14 A. As mentioned, a PA connects the virtual
system and the real world. This equipment transforms the
digital references coming from RTS, per fiber optic connection
(Aurora Protocol), into real voltage signals at its terminals
where the inverter is connected, as can be viewed in Figure 1.
The IA used during the simulations was the ideal transformer.
The same logic is applied to close the loop by reading the
currents signals transforming them into virtual signals, and
sending them back to the RTS. On the DC side of the inverter,
a DC source is connected to emulate the batteries inside the
PEV.

Some gains were applied to simulate the scenarios as
realistically as possible on a reduced scale because Cepel’s
programmable inverters have 15 kW. To obtain with this real
inverter a power equivalent to mode 3 charging used on the
virtual stations (connected in 220 V with 32 A, so a power of
12,2 kW), the gain of current needed, considering the closed
loop factor of 0.6, was 38. The other gains used during the
work can be observed in Table I, where the voltage gain
represents the connection in 220 V on the simulation side,
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D. Virtual Stations Configuration
The model of virtual stations can be observed in Figure 4.

using Simulink’s library. On the right top, it has three-phase
connections with the benchmark IEEE34 Node in 24.9 kV. As
presented, a step-down transformer is used to meet the desired
charge voltage of 220 V. At the bottom of the figure, the active
and reactive power control is shown, with the SC logic inside
analyzing the variables in real-time. The power references are
sent to the three-phase dynamic load. This block represents
the group of virtual stations with PEVs connected. Inside the
control block (Matlab Fcn), the SC strategy receives the data at
the process field as shown in Figure 3 with the decrescent SoC
priority order organized inside constant blocks Prio3/2/1. This
block contains the number of PEVs and this will be multiplied
by the value of Irc constant block (I_charg_level), inside the
Matlab Fcn, according to the priority classification made in
the decision field. So, the Irc values are applied at the last field
of the flowchart shown in Figure 3, sending new Prc values in
this station to the three-phase dynamic load as a reference.

Fig. 4. Model of virtual stations

E. Real Stations Configuration
The next step is modeling the group of ten real stations

emuled by Cepel’s equipment, shown in, Figure 5. In this case,
the programmable inverter works as the onboard converter
inside the EV, and the DC source is used in the 4th power flow
quadrant to emulate the EVs batteries. The PA is responsible
to connect the inverter AC side to the virtual electrical system
to close the loop at PHIL simulations.

Fig. 5. Model of real stations

F. Programmable Inverter
Figure 6 presents a schematic of the programmable

inverter’s internal configuration. It divides into two main parts.
The Active Front End (AFE) is responsible for converting AC
voltages from the simulated grid into DC at DC intermediate
bus. The other part is the Back End (BE), responsible for
DC/DC conversion between the intermediate DC bus and the
DC side, which is the DC source.

When the PGINV is used by the human-machine interface

Fig. 6. Programmable inverter internal configuration diagram

(HMI), operating the AFE first is indispensable because the
AFE is responsible for controlling the intermediate DC bus
voltage. Only after this control has been made it is possible to
adjust the BE. On BE side is where it is possible to control the
current demanded by the PEV to charge the batteries. While
this current increases, the undervoltage will appear in some
simulated buses inside RTS, starting the SC strategy on the
group of virtual stations (ST2 – 5).

IV. RESULTS

The simulated case is an example of peak hour load
investigation. Therefore, by setting 85% of the load connected
to the IEEE34 Node, it is possible to see the impact caused
by the PEV connection by analyzing the voltage profiles. The
first step is to identify the number of PEVs connected in
each group of virtuals station (Figure 7). Moreover, a control
variable named complete_charge can be observed in Figure 7.
The value of the block will be modified, at the end of the
simulation, to apply the variable EV_out, which represents
a random number of PEVs that will be disconnected from
the charge station, in order to emulate the decision of the
PEV owner to stop recharging. By this, the number of PEVs
connected to the grid decreases, reducing the power demand
and ending the SC. The EV_out is obtained using (6), it uses
the number of EVs in priority 3 as the maximum value because
they represent the EVs with the greater SoC.

Fig. 7. EVs per group of virtual stations

EVout = randi( [1 Prio3] ,4,1). (6)

The second step is to observe the real currents, that came
from PGINV to RTS, influencing the grid voltage profiles.
The Figure 8 shows the real currents in the upper graphic
and the voltage profiles, preserving the color relation with
Figure 2, in the lower. The Prc during this second step is
the maximum (12.2 kW). In 0.24 seconds ten real stations
(ST1) were inserted, at the same time, into the system, and
the measured voltage profiles started to decrease. Besides
that, at around 0.25 seconds the stations were completely
connected and the voltage profile from PCC stayed under the
undervoltage limit of 0.9 p.u. (LowerLimit ), characterizing a
power quality problem for the grid operator.

Considering the geographic and load definitions of the
current work, a PEV host capability of 71 was found. The
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distribution is made according to Figure 7 (61 PEVS in ST2-5
and 10 PEVs in ST1) causing the problem of undervoltage. By
varying the charge current Irc at the group of virtual stations,
the control of active charge power was done, avoiding the
undervoltage occurences, and increasing the voltage profile
above LowerLimit around 0.26 seconds. Now the voltage
profiles are above the LowerLimit , however it still under
the UpperLimit , therefore the SC is maintained. If all voltage
profiles were above this limit, maximum Prc is delivered for
the PEVs (12.2 kW), charging them in 32 A. The control logic
occurs according to Figure 3 flowchart reducing some PEVs
Irc to 24 A. The Prct on ST2 can be observed in Figure 9,
where can be observed a power reduction from approximately
179 kW to 143 kW when 9 PEVs (Prio 2 and 3) are recharging
at 24 A.

Fig. 8. Real currents and grid voltage profiles

Fig. 9. Active power in ST2 considering the priority level control

After some time, the PEVs owner will disconnect
the EV from the station. Therefore, using the control
(complete_charge), PEVs are randomly disconnected from
every group of virtual station. When they are disconnected,
in Figure 10, the voltage profiles increase sufficiently
to overreach the threshold UpperLimit . With 5 PEVs
disconnecting from ST2, the remaining 8 are charging with
32 A and a Prct around 97 kW, as shown in Figure 11.

To understand the influence of the number of vehicles,

Fig. 10. Voltage profiles when PEVs randomly disconnected

Fig. 11. Active power in ST2 after PEVs disconnect

another simulation was made, obtaining 74 EVs connected,
distributed according to Figure 12 (64 in ST2-5 and 10 in
ST1). As can be observed the undervoltage problem still
occurring but in this case other voltages profiles different
than the PCC goes under the LowerLimit around 0.2 seconds.
These voltage profiles represent the end of the line voltage
measurements which are expected to suffer more of voltage
violations because of the distance from the generator source.
Therefore, the control started and the voltage profile reached
the UpperLimit but does not trespassed it (Figure 13),
maintaining the PEVs in charge with a lower power.

Fig. 12. Voltage profiles with 64 PEVs in ST2-5
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Figure 2, in the lower. The Prc during this second step is
the maximum (12.2 kW). In 0.24 seconds ten real stations
(ST1) were inserted, at the same time, into the system, and
the measured voltage profiles started to decrease. Besides
that, at around 0.25 seconds the stations were completely
connected and the voltage profile from PCC stayed under the
undervoltage limit of 0.9 p.u. (LowerLimit ), characterizing a
power quality problem for the grid operator.

Considering the geographic and load definitions of the
current work, a PEV host capability of 71 was found. The
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Fig. 13. Controlled voltage profiles

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper demonstrated, with real-time simulations, the
impact caused by plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) charging in
distribution systems. The study presents that with the increase
of active power required by PEVs for recharging, undervoltage
problems could appear when approximately 71 PEVs are
connected to the network. Two important factors to obtain
this number are (i) the arrangement of the group of stations
in the grid, as shown in Figure 2, and (ii) the ratio of loads
connected (85%) to represent peak hours. Different conditions
might change the number of PEVs connected. According to
the results, the undervoltage problem is not limited to the
station’s point of common coupling, but rather a general where
the magnitude of the problem of power quality can be observed
in other buses, mainly at the end of the line when the number
of PEV connected increases.

Therefore, smart-charging strategies are necessary to
control and adapt the grid to this new power demand. The
addressed control implemented in the group of virtual stations
(ST2-5) was based on the vehicle’s state of charge (SoC)
analysis to define the charging priority when compared to the
mean SoC of the local’s group of stations. Thereby, the control
adjusts the recharging current (Irc) to a lower level (24 A)
and, consequently, to a lower charging power (Prc), keeping
all PEVs connected to the grid without causing undervoltage
problems. The Irc of 24 A was chosen since this value is one
of used by manufacturers of recharge stations. The control
seeks to prioritize the PEV with lower SoC when compared
to the mean, recharging them at the maximum possible power
defined by the station and the recharge mode.

As this study only focuses on presenting a new smart
charging strategy, based on individual SoC, to solve the
undervoltage problem, the disconnection of PEVs with 100%
SoC and new connections was not addressed here. However,
the PEV owner decision on disconnecting the PEV from
the station was made randomly. Besides that, the authors
suggest, as future work, analyze the recharge time to ensure
the performance of the control, vary the battery capacity values
between the PEVs, applying other methods to linearly reduce
Irc, and changes in the parameters to define the priority levels.
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